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Humble Beginnings 
Looking lovingly at an old picture of his niece, Nadia, Sal Khan reflected on the humble 

beginnings of his educational venture. He never imagined that what began as simple YouTube 

video tutorials would grow into a global non-profit organization backed by major corporations 

and foundations, such as Google and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.  Furthermore, he 

never thought that he would have a seat at the table – let alone a sought-after voice – in the 

emerging dialogue calling for reform of the U.S. education system.   

Having grown up in the New Orleans’ public education system, Sal was all too familiar with the 

challenges of urban public education. Therefore, when Nadia came to Sal for homework help, he 

offered to tutor her remotely from Boston by making short, instructional videos about basic math 

concepts. Word spread among family and friends, and before long Sal was tutoring other nieces 

and nephews. Due to the growing demand, he began to upload the lessons to YouTube for his 

family to access independently. Soon other students across the U.S. began to access his YouTube 

channel to supplement their own learning. Sal’s growing popularity validated that this model 

served an unmet demand and had enormous market potential. In September of 2009, he quit his 

lucrative job as a hedge-fund analyst and began make the videos full-time from home. By 2011, 

his YouTube channel boasted 57,275 subscribers. Today, there are nearly 1.75 million. 

 

Khan Academy Profile 
Founded in 2006, Khan Academy is a non-profit, web-based education platform that provides 

free access to a library of approximately 5,500 instructional videos, problem sets, and skill 

assessments.  This multimedia content is available in all key subjects, including math, science, 

history, and SAT prep. To join Khan, users must have four simple things: internet access, a web-

enabled device, a topic of interest, and a desire to learn. Users tend to be students that fit into one 

of two categories: those seeking remedial support and those seeking to enhance their learning 

with additional or higher-level courses. Khan Academy enables them to choose their own 

learning goals, advance at their own pace, and track their progress using carefully designed 

assessments that verify mastery of the material.  An active discussion board facilitates an 

exchange of ideas and knowledge. Khan also grants its users maximum usability, ranging from 

Facebook-enabled registration to access on any web-enabled device (Exhibit 1).  Finally, while 

users of all ages regularly access the site, it is particularly useful in K-12 education, permitting 

teachers and parents to leverage real-time evaluation mechanisms for insight into their students’ 

progress. Sal Khan and his team believe that this model is adaptable to all learning styles as a 

core-learning platform or as a supplement to lessons taught in the classroom. 

 

The Un-Business Model 

With 10 million unique visitors every month, of which 65% are based in the United States,
1
 

Khan Academy is one of the most rapidly growing and successful knowledge ventures of our 

age. Considering that the company’s platform had only 144,000 unique visitors per month in 

2010, its growth is a testament to a previously unmet need for an accessible, free, and high-

quality online education. Surprisingly, Sal, who has an MBA, does not seem to believe in 

operating on a specific business model. In 2011 he said, “There is no business model. It’s not 

like we have a big strategic plan to raise 'X' dollars by 'X' date or anything like that.”
2
 Despite 

concerns about funding its explosive growth, Khan Academy has attracted enough philanthropic 
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investment from donors such as the Gates Foundation and Google to cover its $3 million annual 

operating budget.  

 

 

Non-profit structure 

Sal’s commitment to keeping education free drives his decision to maintain Khan Academy’s 

nonprofit status. Although he briefly considered setting up a for-profit company, he ultimately 

decided that a for-profit structure would compromise Khan Academy’s mission. In a 2013 

interview, he expressed concern that a for-profit company would have a legal responsibility to 

maximize profit and argued that, “at the end of the day, there is one bottom line…it cannot be 

both profit and your mission.”
3
 Furthermore, in spite of an inability to offer private sector 

salaries or stock options, Khan Academy has recruited some of Silicon Valley’s best – including 

Craig Silverstein of Google fame. Employees say the appeal is found in Khan Academy’s 

challenging mission to change education and its unique position at “the center of a hot, fast-

emerging online education movement.”
4
 

 

Innovation in Education 
By working towards a change in the conventional academic model from passive to active 

learning, and removing the barriers of price, Khan Academy is slowly and surely ushering in a 

revolution in the field of education (Exhibit 2). Central to its distinction is a mission to “[change] 

education for the better by providing a free world-class education for anyone anywhere.”
5
 

Accordingly, Khan’s offerings prioritize the end-user and accessibility, which in turn promotes 

individualized, student-centric learning and parent- and student-driven content, available to 

anyone with an Internet connection, whether they be K-12, university, or adult learners.
6
 All 

other organizational decisions and activities evolved from these two strategic pillars. Arguably, 

the greatest impact Khan Academy’s innovations have had to date is in the K-12 classroom. 

 

‘Flipping’ the classroom 

Khan Academy entered the scene just as a new teaching model was beginning to gain traction 

with teachers, parents, and tutors. Termed ‘blended learning,’ it aimed to supplement material 

learned in the classroom with online instruction, allowing a student to move at his/her own pace.
7
 

Khan’s model takes this idea a step further; rather than preserving the traditional model in which 

teachers lecture at school and students complete exercises at home, Khan ‘flips’ the classroom so 

that self-paced lectures are delivered at home, while teachers devote their time to one-on-one 

tutoring as students work on activities in class (Exhibit 3). As teachers are able to mentor their 

students and spend more time in a coaching role, students begin to perceive their teachers as 

allies, rather than adversaries. In this manner, Sal argues, technology is “humanizing” the 

classroom.
8
 

 

Data analytics & visual learning 

One key to the success of the flipped classroom is Khan Academy’s ability to leverage data so 

that teachers may track students’ progress and assess individual strengths and weaknesses.
9
 

When students watch videos and complete problem sets, the data is collected and displayed to 

both students and teachers through visual charts and reports (Exhibits 4 and 5). A “Teacher 

Toolkit,” which includes tools such as progress summaries, daily activity reports, and class goals 

reports, gives teachers a mechanism to review students’ learning progress, identify the concepts 
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with which they are struggling or excelling, and keep track of how much time they spend on a 

topic. For students, the software provides a visual and tactile approach to historically challenging 

concepts (such as geometric transformations), an invaluable innovation that promotes mastery-

based comprehension.
10

 

 

Free, universally available content 

Sal is committed to making the highest quality of education available to all students across the 

globe. Throughout the ages, education has been dependent on the availability of capable teachers 

at physical proximity. By eliminating this constraint, Sal’s group hopes to redefine ‘access’ to 

education. Following the example set by his alma mater, MIT - one of the first institutions to 

provide free course material online beginning in 2001 - Sal has made all 5,500+ videos available 

absolutely free - no one-time payment or monthly fee required. He explains, “[Giving] access to 

a world-class education to billions of students around the world...sounds a lot better than starting 

a business that educates some subset of the developed world that can pay $19.95/month and 

eventually selling it to some textbook company.”
11

 His outlook is highly unusual given that 

production of educational materials for K-12 is dominated by a handful of profitable publishing 

companies worth $9 billion.
12

 Sal believes that accessibility is critical to Khan Academy’s global 

reach. As internet penetration in developing countries continues to rise, Sal envisions that his 

videos will provide an opportunity for students with limited access to formal education to learn 

fundamental math and science concepts on their own schedules. Since 2010, the videos have 

been subtitled, dubbed, or translated into 26 languages ranging from Urdu to Kiswahili, thanks to 

volunteers from across the globe (Exhibit 6). Most recently, grants from Qatar Foundation 

International and the Carlos Slim Foundation are now funding certified translation of the videos 

into Arabic and Spanish. 

 

Strategic Decisions 
Scaling up through partnerships 

Scaling Khan Academy involves not only proliferating the depth and breadth of content across 

the globe, but also implementing the use of such content across American school districts (see 

Exhibit 7 for a timeline of Khan Academy’s growth). In 2011, the Academy’s President and 

COO Shantanu Sinha expressed, “Right now, the conversation is, ‘Why should we use Khan 

Academy in this school?’ In three or four years, we’d like all the students, parents, and teachers 

in the school to be asking, ‘Why aren’t we using Khan Academy?’”
13

 After initiating its first 

pilot with the Los Altos School District in 2010, Khan rolled out carefully-designed pilots in 

partnership with a number of public, private, and charter middle schools and high schools in 

California. In 2013, Khan entered into its largest partnership to date in collaboration with the 

J.A. and Kathryn Albertson Foundation – a statewide pilot in Idaho that includes 47 schools and 

more than 10,000 K-12 students. On March 22, 2014, Khan Academy took another huge step 

towards integrating with the educational system by releasing new online math resources aligned 

with the Common Core State Standards. The initiative, unlike those from for-profit companies 

Pearson and Amplify, who also recently released Common Core materials, are absolutely free to 

the schools. Other new partnerships with big institutions outside of K-12 education include a 

healthcare education initiative with The Brookings Institution, a financial literacy project with 

Bank of America, and test prep with the College Board.  

 

Staying ahead of the competition 
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Khan Academy’s recent surge in partnerships may in part be driven by the changing trends in the 

education marketplace. The demand for massive open online courses (or MOOCs) has exploded 

in the past few years (Exhibit 8). As the job market becomes more competitive, MOOCs offer a 

way for individuals to refresh old knowledge, pick up new skills, and grow in value to their 

employers. The online education market provides a cheap and effective option to acquire these 

skills at one’s own pace. While online degrees were initially viewed with a degree of skepticism, 

companies are now beginning to recognize their legitimacy. Research conducted by Public 

Agenda and Kresge Foundation observes that 80% of employers agree that online-only degrees 

and certificates provide opportunities for older students to get valuable college credentials and 

50% say online degrees help younger, first-time college students get a high quality 

education.
14

 The increasing rate of acceptance of online education, coupled with the increasing 

demand for marketable skills, supplies organizations like Khan with an ever-growing market.   

 

Success Brings New Challenges 
With Strings Attached? 

Sal’s affable and unassuming nature combined with his natural aptitude for leading has been 

integral to the success and growth of his organization. As Khan Academy continues to establish 

new external partnerships, the non-profit risks being pulled away from its original goal - to 

support students. In 2011, Sal expressed his opinion that “the for-profit guys...they start lobbying 

for grants and selling into school boards and become essentially dependent on navigating this 

huge bureaucracy, and they completely lose sight of the end user.”
15

 Large firms like Comcast, 

Bank of America, and the College Board, the testing firm that is instrumental in the lives of 

millions of American high school students each year, have already invested in Khan Academy 

and as such, now have the ability to influence its future direction. It remains to be seen if its 

increasing number of institutional partnerships will lead Khan Academy to the same fate.  

 

Individualized vs. Standardized  

Additionally, while one of Khan’s key values is customizable learning, it is now tailoring its 

products to the latest industry trends of standardization in spite of Sal’s initial skepticism 

regarding their effectiveness. The most notable example of this is Khan Academy’s recent efforts 

to align its products with the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), which are state-wide 

standardized assessments utilized by school systems in 45 different states and the District of 

Columbia. While Sal originally dismissed the standards as too “reductionist,”
16

 he later began 

developing student profiles based on the data collected from various school systems - potentially 

violating the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) - and developing products 

that aligned with the CCSS. On record, he explained that he came to realize that the CCSS aims 

to “make sure students understand things at a more conceptual and deeper level.”
17

 

 

Degrees Cost Money 

The corporate sector has been a huge financial contributor to MOOCs.  Funding for Stanford-

based startup Coursera now stands at USD $63 million.
18

 MIT and Harvard teamed up to back a 

rival company, edX.  Jumping on the bandwagon, Linkedin announced partnerships with 

Coursera, edX, lynda.com, Pearson, Skillsoft, Udacity and Udemy, creating a “Direct to Profile 

Certifications” beta program. Many of these new players are for-profit, however, which provides 

them the capital to purchase accredited assessment materials and offer students recognized 
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degrees.  Conversely, Sal’s current commitment to ‘free and open’ does not allow Khan 

Academy this luxury. However, the importance of credentials is growing.  

 

Navigating the Shifting Landscape of Learning 
The advent of learning technologies has provided fertile grounds for new approaches to 

education, in particular how learning is recognized, accredited, and certified.  In the past, 

learning has been traditionally certified in outputs, such as seat time, credit hours, years of 

schooling, and standardized tests – none of which necessarily measure the amount of information 

students are assumed to have retained.  However, the dawn of learning analytics now allows 

students to be certified based on outcomes, such as incremental demonstration of subject-

knowledge in accordance with pedagogical definitions of mastery. With its highly sophisticated 

back-end technology that advances students based entirely on mastery,
19

 Khan Academy is often 

viewed as both a thought-leader and viable model of these emergent approaches to learning. 

However, Khan Academy currently offers only informal (i.e., non-accredited) opportunities for 

learning. Should Khan go a step further to become a credential-granting institution? In other 

words, should Khan offer high school degrees and/or college degrees?   

 

When asked this question at the Schools for Tomorrow Conference, Sal “demurred, but didn’t 

object outright.”
20

 He clarified, “[w]e are moving to a reality, in five or ten years, where you will 

have this credentialing architecture that allows someone, regardless of how they learned it...to go 

and prove in a benchmarked way that they have that skill at a very high level.”
21

  Khan Academy 

already appears to be making moves in this direction through its partnership with Udacity and a 

consortium of tech companies that are planning to provide separate curriculum, content, and 

certification process that prepares students to work in the tech industry. Some industry experts 

have advised Sal to take a page from playbook of many traditional MOOCs by not charging for 

general use, only to obtain a certificate.  Such a credentialing system would not displace 

traditional degrees, but rather offer a parallel pathway to professional advancement for Khan 

Academy’s already-enormous user base.   

 

Nevertheless, creating degree-granting mechanisms would shift Khan into the ‘business of 

credentials,’ which would entail an accreditation process and costing structure – both of which 

are not currently in the capacity or expertise of Khan’s internal team.  Furthermore, while this 

may help Khan Academy obtain its desired user base (10 million people per month
22

), it would 

position Khan to compete with the public, private, and charter school markets as well as higher 

education markets.  Such a move may make many stakeholders in these traditional systems 

nervous.  As one journalist put it, “Khan may not know the names of all the big movers in higher 

education yet. But they know his.”
23

 A threat to their livelihoods as well as pedagogical ideals 

may lead them to pushback on Khan’s advances and put up barriers to recognition of Khan-

granted degrees.  

 

If Sal Builds It…. 
As for Sal, he remains adamant in his view that a blend of online and in-person learning is the 

ideal.  He claims most basic explanations would be better to have in video form, which frees up 

teacher time to enrich learning by mentoring, motivating, and conversing with students.  How 

can he reconcile the tension between traditional in-person mentorship and his ever-growing 

online learning empire?  Should Sal continue to advocate for reform within the existing 
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accreditation system or should he take proactive steps to create an alternative?  Even if he does, 

does he possess the capacity and political capital for it to succeed? If he builds it, will students 

come? 

As Sal looked at the picture of his niece Nadia as a bright, eager college student studying 

pre-med, he couldn’t help but wonder if he was straying too far from his original mission. 

Exhibit 1: Khan Academy’s Activity System (generated by case authors) 

 
The entire system revolves around ease of use and understanding. Use of easy evaluation techniques 

helps students and teachers keep track of the performance on a real time basis 

 
 

Exhibit 2: Khan Academy’s Value Proposition (generated by case authors) 
 

Khan academy hopes to usher in a change in the overall academic model. For ages, education has been 

dependent on the availability of quality teachers at physical proximity. By eliminating this need, the 

group hopes to redefine education access. The fact that this is operated as a nonprofit model makes it 

User  logs in with 
Facebook/ google 
account and 
starts studying 
the desired topic 

User goes 
through different 
videos and solves 
exercises. Any 
doubts are 
cleared on the 
discussion board 
with fellow users.  

Once a set 
difficulty level is 
passed, user 
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higher level of 
the same 
course/ a 
different course 
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even more revolutionary in its impact on the universe. 

 

Exhibit 3: About the “Flipped” Classroom 
Source: http://www.edudemic.com/guides/flipped-classrooms-guide/ 
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Exhibit 3: Adapted from Khan Academy website 
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Exhibit 4: Screenshots of Khan Academy’s Dashboard and Knowledge Map 

Source: Company 
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Exhibit 6: Bar chart of the number of videos that have been translated into the most common 

languages 
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Source: Company Blog Post on March 18, 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exhibit 7: Evolution of a Khan Academy 
(Source: http://www.edweek.org/ew/articles/2014/03/28/27khan.h33.html) 

 

2006 YOUTUBE VIDEOS: After two years of remotely tutoring family members in math, 

hedge-fund manager Salman Khan begins recording and posting short math instructional videos 

on YouTube. 

 

2008 ACADEMY ESTABLISHED: Khan Academy is established as a nonprofit organization 

based in California’s Silicon Valley. 

 

2009 SALMAN KHAN LEADS: He quits his job to become director of Khan Academy. 

 

2010 GROWTH AND INVESTMENTS: Khan Academy makes “the jump from hot new website 

to actual classroom tool” and begins building out its data dashboards, according to Wired 

magazine. The new growth and development is fueled by large philanthropic gifts, including $2 

million from Google and $1.5 million from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. 

 

2011 DISTRICT EXPANSION: California’s 4,500-student Los Altos school district expands its 

use of Khan Academy resources to most of its middle grades’ classrooms. 

 

2012 CONTENT CRITICISM: Khan Academy faces criticism from some educators and 

researchers who say the organization’s instructional materials over emphasize the procedures for 

solving math problems, without enough focus on helping students understand the concepts 

beyond those problems. 
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2013 IDAHO INITIATIVE: As part of the first statewide effort to integrate Khan Academy 

materials into school curricula, Idaho initiates a pilot program that includes more than 10,000 

students in nearly four-dozen schools. Overall, as of November 2013, the Khan Academy 

website contains more than 100,000 practice problems and over 5,000 instructional videos and 

has 10 million unique users per month. 

 

2014 COLLEGE PREP: The College Board enlists Khan Academy to provide free online 

preparation for the redesigned SAT college-entrance exam. The academy also unveils thousands 

of new K-12 math exercises, as well as new interactive and adaptive technologies for its website 

that are intended to support the Common Core State Standards. 

SOURCES: Fast Company; Education Week 

 

 

 

Exhibit 8: The Rising Demand for MOOCs 
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